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Abstract—Many fields of modern science require huge amounts of computation, and workflows are a very popular tool in e-Science since they allow to organize many small, simple tasks to solve big problems. They are used in astronomy, bioinformatics, machine learning, social network analysis, physics, and many other branches of science. Workflows are notoriously difficult to schedule, and the vast majority of research on workflow scheduling is concerned with scheduling single workflows with known runtimes. The goal of this PhD research is to bring more realism to the problem of workflow scheduling in actual systems. First, in real systems, multiple workflows may be contending for the available resources. Second, task runtime estimates are not always known, and task runtime estimates may be wrong. Third, workflows are usually not the only type of jobs submitted to a system, there may for instance also be parallel applications and bags-of-tasks. Accordingly, the purpose of this PhD research is to create and analyze policies for online scheduling of workloads of workflows with and without known task runtimes that also contain jobs of other types. We are in the process of simulating policies, and we will validate our results by means of an implementation and real-world experiments with the Koala-W workflow processing system.
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I. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Workflows (WF) are a very popular tool in e-Science [1], [2]. A typical application of WFs is DNA sequencing in bioinformatics. There they allow to perform massively parallelized sequencing of millions of nucleic acids, and the amount of data generated by these WFs is often gigabytes to terabyte [3]. Among all the job types in the workloads of modern large computing environments such as clusters and datacenters, WFs constitute one of the most difficult types of jobs to schedule [4]. Their sizes can reach thousands or hundreds of thousands of tasks and are virtually unbounded, and the amount of required resources for a single WF can significantly fluctuate during its execution. Almost all of the research in WF scheduling has focused on scheduling single WFs with known task runtimes. However, in reality, schedulers may have to schedule an arrival stream of WFs, their task runtimes may not be known in advance, and workloads usually do not solely consist of WFs, but of other application types as well. Therefore, the goal of my PhD thesis is to design and analyze policies for scheduling WFs with unknown task runtimes that are part of mixed workloads that arrive at a system—both by means of simulations, and by means of the design and implementation of, and experiments with the WF scheduler Koala-W as part of the Koala multicluster scheduler.

Many techniques for offline WF scheduling [5]–[7] have been investigated, but the amount of research in online scheduling workloads partially or completely consisting of WFs is much smaller. The streaming nature of a job arrival process makes it important to consider online scheduling algorithms that are able to solve scheduling problems in a dynamic way. There only a few works that consider an online stream of WFs. For example, in [8] the authors use a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) composition approach and task runtime information to prioritize the tasks using HEFT [5]. (A WF can be represented in a form of a DAG and these two notions are often used interchangeably.) In [9], a stream of arriving WFs is used and the ideas from [8] are extended by considering the critical path for each WF. In [10], the Pegasus planner [11] and the DAGMan [12] batch WF executor are used. However, all of these works suppose the knowledge of WF task runtimes.

Although in much of the research on WF scheduling, knowledge of the runtimes of WF components (tasks) is assumed, in many cases these runtimes are actually not known in advance. Several runtime estimation algorithms [13], [14] that usually use statistical methods to estimate the runtime of tasks or of whole WFs have been investigated, but these methods almost always provide inaccurate results. Some systems employ user runtime estimates, but often these are even more inaccurate. Therefore, it is a challenge for a scheduler to process jobs with unknown runtimes or with inaccurately predicted runtimes.

Of course, there are many other job types and the WFs are not the only group of interest for researchers. Here could be considered single query jobs like http requests, MapReduce jobs, parallel applications (MPI), and parameter sweep applications (bags-of-tasks). These job types can be represented in the system model as a background load which exists by default and the scheduler should cope with it.

First, we have proposed a set of online scheduling policies to schedule workloads of WFs in a distributed environment.
with unknown task runtimes [4]. We have investigated these policies with simulations with realistic synthetic workloads. Each WF in our experiments consists of 30–600 tasks. To compare the proposed policies and to assess their performance we have utilized different system-oriented and user-oriented metrics.

Second, we will introduce runtime estimates in our model and we will analyze and compare the old and new simulation results to adjust our policies. In particular, we are planning to check how the runtime estimation error affects the scheduling quality and how the structure of a WF can help to improve the runtime prediction to get better scheduling results. In order to check how our design can manage bigger WF sizes, we are going to start experimenting with medium-sized WFs containing thousands of tasks. If these experiments are successful, we will try to process very large WFs with hundreds of thousands of tasks, such as our BTWorld workflow [15].

Third, to bring realism to our work, we will extend the model of our simulated computing system. We are planning to consider multi-core processors, other resource types such as storage, and communication delays. Moreover, we will implement the ideas obtained from the simulations in the KOALA1 scheduler by adding to it a WF scheduling module KOALA-W with a runtime estimation algorithm. To validate our simulation results, we will perform real experiments on our DAS-42 system. Furthermore, we are going to address the problem of simultaneous execution of multiple large WFs with multiple independent schedulers, when they need to compete for shared computing resources.

II. UNKNOWN TASK RUNTIMES

As the first part of this PhD research, which has been completed, we have proposed and analyzed with simulations four scheduling policies for scheduling workloads of WFs with unknown task runtimes. The main distinguishing feature of these policies is the number of processors they reserve for WFs towards the head of the waiting queue in order to deal with fluctuations in their Level of Parallelism (LoP). The LoP of a WF at a certain point before or during its execution is the maximum number of processors the WF can ever need during the remainder of its execution. We have also proposed a simple LoP estimation algorithm. We have tested it on five popular WF structures and showed its accuracy. The proposed WF scheduling policies are:

1) The Strict Reservation (SR) policy tries to reserve the LoP processors and can be considered as an implementation of the classical FCFS policy for WF scheduling.
2) The Scaled LoP (SLoP) policy behaves similar to the SR policy albeit with a lower reservation target, and
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Figure 1: The mean slowdown of workloads as a function of the utilization for the different policies and for each of the four workload types (the vertical axis is in log scale).
with unknown task runtimes only decreases the system’s performance.

III. THE BENEFIT OF KNOWN TASK RUNTIMES

As the second part of this PhD research, which we have just started at the time of writing, we will, again with simulations, investigate the benefit of using (estimates of) task runtimes in online WF scheduling. The execution of multiple similar WF applications can be used to collect and analyze statistical runtime information, such as the execution times of WF tasks, their memory consumption, etc. However, when the workload is highly diverse, this approach may not be very useful. Thus, in our planned simulations we are going to introduce task runtime estimates which we will vary in a certain range to see how the estimation error affects the quality of the scheduling decisions and the values of our performance metrics. The runtimes for workloads we are going to generate are based on the traces data from real systems using the information from workload archives. It is also possible to drive our simulations using real traces.

Knowing runtimes could be really useful when executing WFs with fluctuating LoP, since then the scheduler has much more information about tasks that can unlock other tasks to fill the gaps in the schedule. Obviously, exploiting the structural information about a WF makes no sense when runtime estimates are not available. The only important property which can be derived then is the LoP.

IV. SCHEDULING MIXED WORKLOADS

It is hard to imagine a computing system completely dedicated to running WFs. Rather, systems will have to deal with mixed workloads consisting of multiple application types, with in addition to WFs also parallel applications, MapReduce jobs, bags-of-tasks and parameter sweeps, etc. In fact, WFs may only make up a small fraction of actual workloads. The scheduling of multiple job types in a single system is complicated because different application types have different resource and time requirements. Additionally, inappropriate coordination may cause race conditions and interlocking when multiple jobs compete for the same resource.

In addition to WF we are planning to consider two extra application types, which are also quite common in e-Science. These are conventional parallel applications (PA) which require a fixed set of processors for a certain amount of time, and bags-of-tasks (BoT) which represent a group of small single-processor tasks. Any other system or user activity can be easily represented as a background load. Here we can see two possible approaches for processing the mixture workload. The first one supposes the existence of a single queue for all the job types. The second one uses distinct queues for each job type. The priorities for each application type (or for each queue) can be assigned automatically to achieve, for instance, fair shares of computing resources or to prioritize a certain job type.

For example, when WFs, PAs and BoTs arrive to the system, and the required number of processors for WFs and PAs is high, then BoTs with their small tasks can easily “flood” the system, delaying the processing of WFs and PAs. In opposite, a large WF or PA can easily occupy a significant part of system’s resources and delay BoTs. Moreover, the WFs can introduce even more uncertainty with their LoP fluctuations. It means that static prioritization in this situation can be harmful.

We will also try to apply approaches which we designed for WFs to process other simpler job types, for instance, by dynamically combining BoTs in WF-alike structures for load balancing purposes.

V. AN IMPLEMENTATION OF WORKFLOW SCHEDULER

The final step of my PhD research will be the implementation of the scheduling policies in a real system to check their practicability and detect any possible technical problems. For this purpose we will use KOALA scheduler. The implementation will be deployed on the Dutch supercomputer DAS-4 (or even on the future DAS-5). Figure 2 shows the diagram of KOALA scheduler with the KOALA-W module for WF scheduling when operating in multi-scheduler mode. Each scheduler can have multiple queues for different job types or a single shared queue. Runtime information are collected and consolidated in the runtime database. The prediction module provide necessary information for scheduling subsystems of KOALA, such as runtime and memory consumption estimates. Multiple schedulers can share a common resource space and can compete for the resources.

VI. TIMELINE

The timeline of my PhD research includes the following five points (Table I):

1) The development of four scheduling policies for online workflow scheduling and their implementation in the
Table I: My PhD Research Timeline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Results (future)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling workloads of workflows with unknown runtimes</td>
<td>1.5 years</td>
<td>Simulator, LoP estimation, 4 policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling workloads of workflows with runtime estimates</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>New scheduling policies, runtime estimation algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling mixed workflows</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Improvements in the simulator, new policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scheduling very large workflows</td>
<td>6 months</td>
<td>Review of the existing policies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improving system model, implementation of KOALA-W</td>
<td>1 year</td>
<td>Better system model, working workflow scheduler</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DGSim [16] simulator. Additionally, we proposed the Level of Parallelism approximation technique.

2) The implementation of runtime estimations in the simulated model and the creation of new scheduling policies.

3) Modification in the simulator to schedule mixed workloads. Running trace-driven simulations.

4) Scheduling of very large workflows and adjustment, if necessary, of the policies.

5) Improving the system model, transferring the successful approaches validated in the simulator to the KOALA scheduler and performing real-world experiments on the DAS-4 (DAS-5) system.
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